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ABSTRACT
Background In response to rising TB notification rates
in England, universal strain typing was introduced in
2010. We evaluated the acceptability, effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of the TB strain typing service (TB-STS).
Methods We conducted a mixed-methods evaluation
using routine laboratory, clinic and public health data. We
estimated the effect of the TB-STS on detection of false
positive Mycobacterium tuberculosis diagnoses
(2010–2012); contact tracing yield (number of infections
or active disease per pulmonary TB case); and diagnostic
delay. We developed a deterministic age-structured
compartmental model to explore the effectiveness of the
TB-STS, which informed a cost-effectiveness analysis.
Results Semi-structured interviews explored user
experience. Strain typing identified 17 additional false
positive diagnoses. The TB-STS had no significant effect
on contact tracing yield or diagnostic delay. Mathematical
modelling suggested increasing the proportion of
infections detected would have little value in reducing TB
incidence in the white UK-born population. However, in
the non-white UK-born and non-UK-born populations,
over 20 years, if detection of latent infection increases
from 3% to 13% per year, then TB incidence would
decrease by 11%; reducing diagnostic delay by one week
could lead to 25% reduction in incidence. The current TB-
STS was not predicted to be cost-effective over 20 years
(£95 628/quality-adjusted life-years). Interviews found
people had mixed experiences, but identified broader
benefits, of the TB-STS.
Conclusions To reduce costs, improve efficiency and
increase effectiveness, we recommend changes to the TB-
STS, including discontinuing routine cluster investigations
and focusing on reducing diagnostic delay across the TB
programme. This evaluation of a complex intervention
informs the future of strain typing in the era of rapidly
advancing technologies.

INTRODUCTION
Molecular typing of Mycobacterium tuberculosis is
a tool for TB surveillance and control. Following
increases in TB notification rates in the UK, the
Chief Medical Officer recommended the introduc-
tion of a national TB strain typing service
(TB-STS),3 which was implemented across England
in 2010. The TB-STS is a complex public health
intervention involving multiple interacting compo-
nents (laboratory, public health and clinical ser-
vices). The first M. tuberculosis isolate from every

culture-confirmed TB patient is typed using 24 loci
mycobacterial interspersed repetitive units-variable
number tandem repeats (MIRU-VNTR), a standar-
dised molecular typing method.4 Two or more
patients are grouped into strain typing ‘clusters’ if
they are diagnosed within two years and have indis-
tinguishable MIRU-VNTR strain types (with at least
22 loci). Where specified criteria are met,5 cluster
investigations are launched to try to establish epi-
demiological links between clustered patients,
thereby identifying the transmission setting and/or
an outbreak. A full description of the TB-STS,
laboratory guidelines for MIRU-VNTR strain
typing and reporting6 and a handbook for public
health actions, including criteria for cluster investi-
gations,5 are available.
It was hypothesised that prospective strain typing

could be used in real time to inform public health
action. Strain typing could help to identify indivi-
duals that are misdiagnosed as having TB due to
processing error or contamination from clinic to

Key messages

What is the key question?
▸ Is the TB strain-typing service (TB-STS) in

England an effective or cost-effective public
health intervention?

What is the bottom line?
▸ The TB-STS, which includes universal

mycobacterial interspersed repetitive
units-variable number tandem repeats
(MIRU-VNTR) typing from each TB case and
cluster investigations, was not found to be
effective or cost-effective in its current form;
however, broader benefits for TB control and
research support the continuation of the
service, though with some significant changes.

Why read on?
▸ In the context of the rapid development of

typing methodologies (eg, whole genome
sequencing), political commitment to genomic
analysis1 and the development of Public Health
England’s 2014–2019 National TB Strategy,2

this evaluation provides important evidence for
policymakers and those working in TB control.
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laboratory. Cluster investigations could result in better-targeted
contact tracing, increasing the detection of recently infected
individuals who may benefit from preventive therapy, and accel-
erating the diagnosis of active cases.

An evaluation of the TB-STS was commissioned alongside the
roll-out of the service, providing an opportunity to conduct the
first prospective evaluation of a national TB-STS. We present an
evaluation of the acceptability, effectiveness and cost-
effectiveness of the TB-STS in England.

METHODS
We conducted a mixed-methods evaluation7 using routine
laboratory, clinic and public health data and primary data collec-
tion through semi-structured interviews (table 1). We investi-
gated the occurrence of false positive isolates, the contact
tracing yield and diagnostic delay. These parameters, together
with data obtained from initial and follow-up cross-sectional
surveys evaluating user perception and implementation of the
TB-STS,8 were used to develop a mathematical model of effect-
iveness of the TB-STS, which informed a model of cost-
effectiveness (figure 1).

False positive detection
We hypothesised that the TB-STS would identify previously
unknown incidents of false positive TB isolation, thereby redu-
cing the cost of unnecessary treatment and public health action.
Isolates from the three TB reference laboratories were queried if
they had consecutive source or reference laboratory identifica-
tion numbers, or were typed within seven days of each other
and had matching 24 MIRU-VNTR profiles. Data on the
number of incidents queried and their outcomes were collected.
An email survey to source laboratories established whether the
incidents were already known to them and whether any patients
had been treated unnecessarily.

Contact tracing yield
We hypothesised that the number of infections and TB cases
identified through contact tracing for each index case (termed
contact tracing yield) would be greater in cases that were part of
investigated clusters compared with cases in clusters that were

not investigated. Median contact tracing yield for pulmonary
index cases, by clustering and whether the cluster was investi-
gated, were calculated using data from the North Central
London (NCL) sector and the Leicester TB service, and
included index cases diagnosed in 2011. We did a sensitivity
analysis that assumed that index cases with missing contact
tracing information yielded no cases of active disease or latent
TB infection (LTBI) (as those with positive results would be
more likely to be recorded).

Diagnostic delay
We hypothesised that the diagnostic delay (the time between
symptom onset and case notification) would be reduced follow-
ing the introduction of the TB-STS because cluster investigations
would lead to undiagnosed TB cases being actively identified
earlier. Using all pulmonary TB cases diagnosed in England
during 2011 that were part of clusters that were investigated, we
compared the median diagnostic delay in cases that were diag-
nosed after a cluster investigation had started to cases that were
diagnosed before the cluster was investigated. The first two
cases in each cluster were excluded to remove clusters of two
and to take into account possible household transmission.

Data were analysed using Stata V.12. We present medians and
IQRs. The Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test was used to compare
differences in contact tracing yield and diagnostic delay.

Effectiveness of the TB-STS
We used a deterministic age-structured model to explore the
possible reductions in TB incidence as a result of the TB-STS
over a 20-year period (figure 2). This extends previous models
considering the transmission dynamics of M. tuberculosis in
England and Wales9 and recent work on preventive therapy.10

Details of the model are provided in online supplementary file 1A.
The model incorporates contact between individuals and rates of
immigration and emigration based on Office for National
Statistics data.11 For simplicity, the model considers only pul-
monary TB and considers three different epidemiological scen-
arios—low, medium and high incidence—comparable to that in
the white UK-born population (with decreasing annual risk of

Table 1 Median contact tracing yield for pulmonary index cases by clustering and whether the cluster was investigated

Unique
cases

Total clustered
cases p Value

Cases in a cluster that
was investigated

Cases that were in a cluster
that was not investigated p Value

Contacts screened
Index cases (n) 220 97 29 68
Contacts screened (n) 959 561 191 370
Median (IQR) 3 (1–5) 4 (2–7) 0.007 4 (2–9) 4 (2–6) 0.474

Contacts with active disease
Index cases with information
available (n)

131 47 14 33

Contacts screened (n) 593 341 125 216
Contacts with active disease (n) 14 14 3 11
Median (IQR) 0 (0–0) 0 (0–0) 0.011 0 (0–0) 0 (0–0) 0.896

Contacts with latent infection
Index cases with information
available (n)

159 59 19 40

Contacts screened (n) 761 410 145 265
Contacts with LTBI (n) 148 108 32 76
Median (IQR) 0 (0–1) 1 (0–2) 0.016 1 (0–2) 1 (0–2) 0.330

LTBI, latent TB infection.
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infection (ARI)), non-white UK born (0.1% ARI) and the
non-UK born (1% ARI).

In the absence of the TB-STS, the average diagnostic delay is
assumed to be that estimated for cases that were not in clusters.
We explore the effect of a one week reduction in diagnostic
delay due to the TB-STS and assume that patients start TB treat-
ment (on average) two weeks after diagnosis.

In the absence of the TB-STS, 3% of all (recently or latently)
infected individuals are assumed to have been detected each
year. This proportion is unknown, but was probably low, given
the low number of latently infected contacts per index case (see
online supplementary file 1). We explore the effect of assuming
that it increased to 13% after the introduction of the TB-STS.
We assume that uptake of preventive treatment (PT) among
those eligible is 95% and 85% complete the course of treat-
ment. In sensitivity analyses, we explore the effect of pessimistic
and optimistic assumptions about uptake (30% and 100%,
respectively) and completion (50% and 100%, respectively) of PT.

Cost-effectiveness of the TB-STS
We aimed to estimate the cost-effectiveness of the TB-STS as an
addition to the current system for TB control in England. The
cost-effectiveness analysis is illustrated in figure 3, and a full
description of the methods and results is given in online supple-
mentary file 1B. The analysis adopted a public sector perspec-
tive. Estimates of the cost of setting up and operating the
national TB-STS were made based on information from Public
Health England (PHE) and the TB Reference Laboratories.
Capital costs were annuitised over an assumed 10-year lifetime
for equipment. Costs and health effects (in quality-adjusted life-
years (QALYs)) were estimated over a 20-year time horizon, and
applying a 3.5% annual discount rate to both costs and QALYs
(as recommended by the National Institute of Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)).12 The results of the transmission model
provided estimates over this 20-year period for each modelled
scenario of the number of contacts with latent infection identi-
fied, the number of contacts starting preventative treatment, the
number of people with active TB diagnosed and starting treat-
ment, as well as the impact on the number of incident TB cases.
The costs associated with diagnosis and the treatment of latent
and active TB were estimated based on recommended practice
and expert opinion. The unit costs of tests, medications, out-
patient contacts and inpatient stays were obtained from national
sources.13 14 The QALY effects of TB were estimated based on
case-fatality rates15 and life expectancy by age of TB incidence,
and estimates of the duration and utility loss associated with
active disease.16 We applied the NICE threshold of £20 000–
30 000.12

User experience
We conducted semi-structured telephone interviews with the
TB-STS leads at 24 (of 26) local health protection units
(HPUs) in December 2012, following piloting in the other two
HPUs. These explored how strain typing information was used
by different HPUs and the variation in user experience. Using
a thematic analysis, JM extracted the data, coded and cate-
gorised it into the themes and subthemes identified across the
interviews.

Figure 1 Components of the mixed-methods evaluation. The arrows
show how the different components of the evaluation were used to
inform the semi-structured interviews and parameters for the
transmission and cost-effectiveness models. Detailed results from the
initial and follow-up surveys are presented elsewhere.8 TB-STS, TB
strain typing service.

Figure 2 General structure of the
transmission model. PT, preventive
treatment. Coloured text and shading
is used to reflect similar categories of
people: yellow shading is used for
people on PT, purple text is used for
compartments for people with latent
infection, green text is used for newly
infected or reinfected people, red is
used for diseased people and orange,
blue and pink text is used for detected
cases, people on treatment and the
recovered respectively.
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RESULTS
False positive detection
Between June 2010 and June 2012, 11 059 TB isolates were
typed at the reference laboratories. There were 70 suspected
incidents of false positive TB isolation (0.6%), of which 30
(42.9%) were confirmed as false positive, giving a rate of false
positive TB isolation in England of 0.3%. Seventeen (56.7%) of
the suspected incidents were not known to the source laborator-
ies, and 8 patients were started on unnecessary treatment.

Contact tracing yield
In 2011, for NCL sector and Leicester (table 1), the median
number of contacts screened, with active TB and LTBI, was sig-
nificantly greater in clustered compared with unique cases. No
difference was observed between cases that were part of a
cluster that was investigated compared with not investigated
(p=0.474, 0.896 and 0.330, respectively, for contacts screened,
with active disease or LTBI). Sensitivity analysis that assumed
that index cases with missing contact tracing information
yielded no cases of active disease or LTBI found that the com-
parison of median yields in unique and clustered cases remained
the same, but were no longer significant (p=0.06 and 0.418 for
contacts with active TB and LTBI, respectively). Median yields
were broadly similar for cases in clusters investigated or not
(p=0.872, 0.819 and 0.436, respectively, for contacts screened,
with active disease or LTBI).

Diagnostic delay
We identified 318 pulmonary TB cases that were in a cluster that
was investigated, of which 238 had information on diagnostic
delay (table 2). The median diagnostic delay was not significantly
different in cases that were in a cluster that was not investigated
(n=139; 62 days) or diagnosed before a cluster investigation was
launched (n=117; 85 days) compared with those diagnosed after
the start of the cluster investigation (n=121; 77 days).

Effectiveness of the TB-STS
Figure 4 summarises the predictions of the impact of the
TB-STS on TB incidence for the three epidemiological scenarios
considered. For the white UK-born population, the predicted
incidence decreased from 4 to <1 per 100 000 per year
between 2005 and 2030 in the absence of additional interven-
tions. Reducing diagnostic delay and/or increasing the propor-
tion of infections that were detected in this population because
of the TB-STS is predicted to have little impact on TB incidence
(figure 4A).

For populations with a similar incidence to that of the non-
white UK-born population, increasing the proportion of

Figure 3 Structure of the cost-effectiveness analysis. QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; TB-STS, TB strain typing service.

Table 2 The diagnostic delay* for clustered pulmonary cases from
2011, based on whether they were in a cluster that was
investigated, and whether they were diagnosed before or after the
investigation was launched

Cases that were in
a cluster that was
not investigated

Cases in a cluster that was investigated

Diagnosed before
the investigation
was launched

Diagnosed after
the investigation
was launched

Number
of clusters

120 58 38

Number
of cases

139 117 121

Mean
(SD)
(days)

113.2 (117.9) 140.8 (271.9) 113.5 (128.7)

Median
(IQR)
(days)

62 (32–127) 86 (47–155) 77 (41–157)

p Value† 0.157 0.426 ref

*Time between symptom onset and case notification in days.
†p Value for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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infections detected from 3% per year to 13% is predicted to
lead to a small reduction in TB incidence compared with that in
the absence of the TB-STS. For example, for this scenario,
20 years after the introduction of the TB-STS, the predicted inci-
dence is 11% less than that in the absence of TB-STS (figure 4B)
(ranging between 4% and 12% for pessimistic and optimistic
assumptions, respectively, relating to uptake and completion of
PT), with about one case prevented per 100 000 per year over
this period (figure 4B). Combining an increase in the proportion
of infections detected to 13% per year with a one week reduction
in diagnostic delay is predicted to approximately double the
reduction in TB incidence, with just over two cases prevented per
100 000 per year over the period 2010–2030 (figure 4D).

Of the scenarios considered, the TB-STS is predicted to lead to
the greatest reductions in TB incidence in high transmission set-
tings, similar to the non-UK-born population. For this scenario,
20 years after the introduction of the TB-STS, the predicted inci-
dence is about 15% less than that in the absence of the TB-STS
(figure 4C), with about 10 cases prevented per 100 000 per year
over this period (figure 4C). When an increase in the proportion
of infections detected to 13% per year is combined with a one
week reduction in diagnostic delay, the reduction in TB incidence
increases to 40% (figure 4C), with >30 cases prevented per
100 000 per year over the period 2010–2030 (figure 4D).

Cost-effectiveness of the TB-STS
The cost of implementing and running the TB-STS was esti-
mated at approximately £1 m per year. Assuming the TB-STS
leads to a small improvement in the contact tracing yield in a
medium-incidence population (similar incidence to that of the
non-white UK-born population), the service was not estimated
to be cost-effective over a 20-year period: £95 628 per QALY if
the proportion of LTBI detected were to increase from 3% to
4%. Assuming an increase from 3% to 13%, the estimated
incremental cost per QALY gained (£54 539) still did not reach
a level considered to be cost-effective in the UK. These results
were much more sensitive to reductions in the diagnostic delay:
for example, if the TB-STS reduced diagnostic delay by one
week, the system would save £85 million and gain over 16 000
QALYs over 20 years.

User experience
The main themes that emerged from the semi-structured inter-
views are shown in box 1. The interviews demonstrated a wide
variation in user engagement with the TB-STS, use of the strain
typing information and experience of the service. Many strain
typing leads felt that the potential added value of strain typing
had not been realised with the current service; however, strain
typing should not be stopped.

Figure 4 Predicted impact of the TB strain typing service (TB-STS). Predicted impact of reducing diagnostic delay from 12 to 11 weeks and
increasing the percentage of infections that are detected through the TB-STS from 3% to 13%. The number of cases occurring per 100 000 per year
in a setting in which the TB incidence is (A) similar to that in the white UK-born population (declining annual risk of infection (ARI)); (B) similar to
that in the non-white UK-born population group (ARI=0.1% per year); (C) similar to that in a high transmission, non-UK-born population group
(ARI=1% per year); and (D) the average annual number of cases prevented per 100 000 population for these scenarios over 20 years after the
introduction of the TB-STS.
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DISCUSSION
This is the first mixed-methods prospective evaluation of a
national TB-STS, a complex intervention, and informs the
future of such services in the era of rapidly advancing typing
technologies. The evaluation approach can be applied to any
future typing method. The TB-STS, which includes universal
MIRU-VNTR typing from each TB case and cluster investiga-
tions, was not found to be effective or cost-effective in its
current form. Mathematical modelling to explore the potential
impact of increasing the proportion of infections detected and
decreasing diagnostic delay suggests that the TB-STS would have

little value in reducing TB incidence in low-incidence settings
(similar to that in the white UK-born population). Of the scen-
arios explored, the greatest potential impact is estimated in high-
incidence settings, if the proportion of LTBI detected increases
to 13% and diagnostic delay reduces by one week. According to
the NICE threshold of £30 000 and assuming that (at most) the
TB-STS would achieve only a modest increase in latent infec-
tions identified, the service was not predicted to be cost-
effective over a 20-year period (£95 628 per QALY). However,
even a small reduction in time to diagnosis of active cases has
the potential to lead to a large decline in TB incidence over
20 years in some populations, leading to large cost savings. This
information must be weighed up with the broader benefits of
the service described in box 2 and insights captured through
semi-structured interviews (such as the increased engagement
with TB control at the local level and standardisation of contact
tracing practices (box 1)). To reduce costs, improve efficiency
and increase effectiveness, we have recommended continuation
of the TB-STS but with significant changes to the service (see
online supplementary file 2). These include discontinuation of
routine cluster investigations and a focus on reducing diagnostic
delay in the TB programme as a whole, of which the TB-STS is
one part.

Complex public health interventions, especially when these
are at a large-scale level, are often implemented in a way that
makes rigorous evaluation a challenge.17 There were no
adequate control data from before the intervention, and the
national roll-out of the TB-STS made a cluster-randomised con-
trolled study design impossible. Parallels can be drawn between
the TB-STS and the National Chlamydia Screening Programme
where assessing the success of the programme has been
difficult.18

The lack of observed impact of the TB-STS may be due to
(1) a true lack of impact, (2) the inability to observe the impact
within the observation period or (3) the (limited)

Box 1 User experience of the TB-STS. Main themes that
emerged from the semi-structured interviews with health
protection staff

▸ Variation in processes. The way the strain typing information
was used and acted on at the local level was dependent on
context, for example, the availability of resources and local
priorities. Importantly, no additional funds were allocated for
local health protection teams to act on the information
provided by the TB-STS. Some areas never used the
information, in other areas it had been integrated into
normal practice.
– “We have the luxury to spend more time to have a quick

look if they are potentially linked.”
– “We have done quite a bit of work getting a

standardised form for TB nurses to use...they’ve adapted
the questionnaire but I cannot give you assurance that it
is being implemented properly. In my area the service
doesn’t see it as a priority.”

– “I have some concern on … the full cluster investigation
—in the good will of our NHS partners and how much
they contribute to that. There are mutterings about not
being commissioned to do them [the investigations]”.

▸ Uses of the TB-STS. The TB-STS was reported to be useful
for confirming/refuting suspected transmission, informing
case definitions in ongoing outbreaks, helping guide contact
tracing, and monitoring and evaluating local TB services.
However, many people reported that the information arrived
too late, it generated more work and created confusion.
– “By the time we get the report we already know about it

and have carried out actions. It’s always too late… [the
service] is not generating new information.”

▸ Impact of the TB-STS. Many respondents felt that the TB-STS
had not yet delivered a public health benefit and that it
generated more work that led to little benefit. The TB-STS
added value in other more general ways that strengthen the
TB service as a whole, such as engaging TB nurses with the
public health aspects of TB. Despite the lack of outcomes
and the drain on resources, people felt that it would be
‘regressive’ to stop the STS.
– “Hasn’t added benefits so far, but hasn’t highlighted

anything we weren’t already dealing with...Very happy to
receive the strain typing—wouldn’t want to not receive
it.”

– “It’s a good thing. It’s been helpful for us. It’s a good
way of getting people more interested in more work
around TB. Doing cluster investigations has been a good
way also of building up relations with the nurses.”

Box 2 Examples of the wider benefits of a national TB
strain typing service (TB-STS)

▸ To understand the national and local epidemiology of TB: TB
strain typing in New York has enabled molecular
epidemiological analyses to contribute to understanding of
the TB epidemic and they have been able to tailor their
public health response, especially among those with HIV or
multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB).28 National strain typing in
the Netherlands has contributed greatly to their
understanding of TB epidemiology.29

▸ To understand the molecular epidemiology of TB, thereby
contributing to the global knowledge of TB.26

▸ To monitor and evaluate TB programmes: an outreach
screening service in the homeless and drug-using population
in Rotterdam was evaluated using strain typing;22 long-term
trends are used to evaluate TB control strategies, for
example, in San Francisco and the Netherlands.29

▸ To meet international obligations for molecular surveillance:
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
Molecular surveillance of MDR-TB in Europe project.30

▸ To create a national repository of strain types: this can be
used for national and local analyses, larger research
projects, and provides the opportunity for national and
international collaboration.
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implementation of the service. Firstly, there may have been no
impact, even if the TB-STS had been implemented perfectly
because the 2-year evaluation period was relatively short to
observe an impact. Strain typing information may not reach TB
service staff early enough to inform contact screening decisions
in a meaningful way (box 1). Possible reasons for this include
the time needed to produce a typing result and/or the lack of
sufficiently sophisticated reporting software. Furthermore, inad-
equate resources to act may be contributing—the generation of
the strain typing information was well-resourced but no funds
were allocated to local TB teams to embed the information in
their decision processes (box 1). Secondly, we are evaluating the
marginal impact of the TB-STS in a setting where a TB control
programme already exists (which includes traditional TB control
strategies, such as stone in the pond contact tracing).19

Measuring the impact of the TB-STS in isolation may therefore
not be feasible. Thirdly, there was limited implementation of
the service due to delayed development of clustering software
as part of a integrated TB management system to capture
linked cases, contacts and strains; and limited resources for
local public health action. This also influenced the ability to
evaluate the TB-STS, where suboptimal data collection systems
meant that although some primary data collection was con-
ducted, the evaluation was reliant on routine data sources to
estimate model parameters.

The findings of this study are important given the current
trend to introduce and upgrade national typing services.20 21

The literature shows the value of TB typing in specific popula-
tions22 and for outbreaks,23 24 but there are few studies that
look at the public health value of nationwide TB strain typing
and the subsequent cluster investigations (box 3). Consistent
with our findings, evidence from the Netherlands suggests that
one may not expect to see an effect of a national TB-STS on
contact tracing yield.25 The added strength of our study is the
use of these outputs to predictively model the effect of the
TB-STS on transmission over a 20-year period and to explore
cost-effectiveness. While the broader benefits of the TB-STS
cannot be quantified, the importance of the service for
research and surveillance is acknowledged in box 2. Put
simply, the benefits are twofold. Firstly, there is the value of a
national dataset combining clinical, epidemiological and
molecular information for each TB patient. This will lead to
the possibility of multiple future analyses, TB programme eva-
luations and research projects. Secondly, the outcomes of such
projects will lead to the even broader benefits of increased
understanding about TB epidemiology, lineage, transmission
and control. These benefits, however, may not require pro-
spective strain typing, but could be gained through retrospect-
ive strain typing.

In the context of the rapid development of typing methodolo-
gies (eg, whole genome sequencing), political commitment to
genomic analysis1 and the development of PHE’s 2014–2019
National TB Strategy,2 this evaluation provides important evi-
dence for policymakers. Unless current or new typing and diag-
nostic techniques accelerate diagnosis (including through
analysis of primary specimens), reduce diagnostic delay, dramat-
ically reduce the time it takes to type and/or are embedded in a
user-friendly standardised TB management system, the adoption
of such a method alone is unlikely to impact on TB control.
Comprehensive TB control strategies that aim to reduce TB inci-
dence over the next decades need ongoing evaluation of pro-
posed interventions. This includes evaluation of effective public
health responses and appropriate use of strain typing, clinical
and epidemiological information.
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Box 3 ‘Research in context’

Systematic review
Universal national TB strain typing services (TB-STS) have been
implemented in various countries including the USA, the
Netherlands, Denmark, Slovenia and England, and more
countries are planning such services. We searched PubMed for
articles describing national TB-STS using the terms
“tuberculosis” and “strain typing” or “genotyping” or
“fingerprinting” or “miru vntr” or “rflp” and “routine” or
“service” or “universal” or “nationwide”.
We conducted an additional search in PubMed using the search
terms “tuberculosis” and “strain typing” or “genotyping” or
“fingerprinting” or “miru vntr” or “rflp” and
“cost-effectiveness”. Although universal typing services have
contributed greatly to the local and international understanding
of TB epidemiology,26 no service-wide evaluations of their
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness have been conducted. This
is often the case with complex public health interventions.
Despite the lack of evidence for the effectiveness of such a
service, there is a political and scientific momentum to upgrade
the current services based on mycobacterial interspersed
repetitive units-variable number tandem repeats typing to whole
genome sequencing.1 27

Interpretation
Based on the available quantitative data, there was no evidence
to suggest that the current TB-STS in England is an effective or
cost-effective public health intervention (this finding can be
applied to the TB-STS, whatever the typing methodology
applied); however, the broader benefits for TB control and
research at a modest cost support the continuation of the
service following recommended changes.
Public health interventions are rarely evaluated despite
mixed-method evaluations being very informative.
Decision-makers planning and implementing complex public
health interventions should ensure the collection of good quality
data for the prospective evaluation of such interventions and be
responsive to the findings in order that public funds are
allocated effectively.
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